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Figure 3. Daejeon Correlator in KJCC, Korea.
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where Ae,i and Tsys,i are Ae and Tsys for antenna i.

2.4. Clock System

For VLBI observations, it is important to know the accurate
time of every VLBI data sample, based on a stable station clock.
The time keeping at KVN stations is conducted by clock systems
consisting of four elements: a highly stable hydrogen maser, a
GPS receiver, a standard clock system, and a time comparator.
The hydrogen maser is to maintain time at the microsecond
level with the help of a one second pulse (1 pps), generated
from pure 5 MHz tone. The GPS receiver is used for receiving
the 1 pps signal from GPS satellites. At all KVN sites, two GPS
receivers are installed at the backside of the subreflector and on
the station control building. The GPS receiver on the building
is used for the time keeping. The standard clock system is used
to synchronize the 1 pps signals from the hydrogen maser with
those from the GPS receiver. The time comparator is to monitor
any offsets between the two 1 pps signals to the level of 100 ns.

The frequency stability achieved by the clock system is
measured to be !2 × 10−13 and !3 × 10−15 (Allan deviation)
at time periods of 1 s and 103 s, respectively.

2.5. Recording System

The KVN VLBI data are recorded onto the magnetic disk
modules at a maximum rate of 1 Gbps by the Mark 5B (Mk5B)
recorder units at the stations. The recorded data are shipped
via magnetic disk modules to the Mk5B playback units at the
correlator. The Mk5B recording system was developed by the

Haystack Observatory. Each Mk5B unit lodges two removable
disk modules each of which consists of eight disk drives. Disk
modules of 24 TB, 16 TB, 8 TB, and 4 TB capacity are used for
the KVN observations.

In addition to the Mk5B system, a tape-based recording
system, comprising a DIR-1000 tape recorder and a DMS-24
tape library, is equipped at each KVN station. These recording
systems have been provided by the National Astronomical
Observatory of Japan (NAOJ) for performance test observations
and scientific demonstration observations with the KVN–VERA
combined network. The data rate of this recording system is 128
Mbps. The data recorded with DIR-1000 are correlated at the
Mitaka correlation center of the NAOJ.

2.6. Correlators

2.6.1. Daejeon Correlator

Figure 3 shows the Daejeon hardware correlator in the
Korea–Japan Correlation Center (KJCC). There are several
VLBI data playback systems that will be used in the com-
bined VLBI network with the KVN and VERA: Mark 5B,
VERA2000, OCTADISK, and some types of optical fiber that
will be introduced in the near future. Some of them have the
VSI-H compatible interface (http://vlbi.org/vsi), but others have
a different interface for data transmission. They also have their
own maximum data recording/playback rates, respectively. To
absorb all of these differences in homogeneity among these ex-
isting VLBI data playback systems, the Raw VLBI Data Buffer
(RVDB) was introduced, which is in fact a big data server with
many large RAID disks and several kinds of VLBI data in-
terfaces. The VLBI Correlation Subsystem (VCS) receives the
VLBI data from the RVDB system and calculates the correlation
between the every possible pair of data inputs with proper con-
trol parameters given from the correlator control and operation
computer. The computing architecture of the Daejeon correlator
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EAVN-EHT campaign 

• EHT will see the first horizon-scale images of SMBHs (SgrA/M87) very soon

• Low-frequency VLBI still critical to many aspects
• Connect the horizon scales to the large-scale structures (accretion flows, jet collimation) 

• Subsequent evolution/propagation of ejected jet (jet acceleration, shock)
• Spectral information of synchrotron plasma (B-field, Ue/UB)
• Scattering screen

• EAVN is a very suitable facility to complement EHT

• Excellent opportunity for “rehearsal” of EAVN regular operation

Figure 2. The Role of ALMA in EHT Sensitivity. (left) Visibility amplitude as a function of baseline length.
The data points indicate previous EHT results, while curved lines indicate theoretical predictions for two di↵erent jet
models. The horizontal green/magenta lines indicate typical thresholds of baseline sensitivity with APEX/ALMA,
demonstrating that the inclusion of ALMA can robustly distinguish the models. (middle) Baseline coverage of M87
for EHT observations in 2013 and 2015 (without ALMA baselines). Most baselines to APEX (co-located with ALMA)
were not sensitive enough to identify interferometric fringes. (right) Expected baseline coverage with the addition
of ALMA. With ALMA, we will have the sensitivity to detect most fringes on baselines connecting ALMA to other
EHT sites. Those detections, with ALMA as the anchor, will then allow detections between additional non-ALMA
baselines, dramatically extending the baseline coverage.

To move beyond simple size measurements at 1.3mm toward full imaging of M87, the EHT Con-
sortium has carried out a staged development of high bandwidth VLBI instrumentation paired with
integration of these systems at mm wavelength telescopes across the globe (Whitney+ 2013, Ver-
tatschitsch+ 2015). The current EHT array including ALMA now provides the angular resolution to
resolve the apparent M87 horizon, the high observing frequency needed to see through the approach-
ing jet to the black hole, and the sensitivity to detect the source on the longest baselines possible
(e.g., ALMA to Europe and Hawaii, Fig. 2). This combination a↵ords us unprecedented access to
the immediate environment of the black hole that cannot be obtained at longer wavelengths, and
enables the two major science objectives described below: (1) detecting the black hole shadow to
test GR and the existence of supermassive black holes, and (2) imaging the base of the M87 jet to
test decades of theoretical relativistic outflow modeling and simulation.
The EHT Consortium has identified this proposal, as well as a companion proposal to observe

SgrA*, as the two highest priority ALMA Band 6 VLBI proposals submitted by our group. SgrA*
and M87 can both be studied with unparalleled resolution, but are complementary in critical ways
(the existence of a jet, accretion rates, SMBH mass), and so allow us to study distinct systems that
together are broadly representative of SMBHs at the centers of most galaxies.

Objective 1: Detect the Shadow of a SMBH: Previous EHT observations of M87 have found
a compact structure, comparable in size to the expected BH shadow (Doeleman+ 2012, Akiyama+
2015). These results are consistent with VLBI observations at longer wavelengths (top panel of Fig-
ure 1) showing the core size shrinking and converging to a stationary region near the BH. The 1.3mm
emission coming from near the BH is predicted to be strongly a↵ected by relativistic light bending
and Doppler beaming, which leads to the forward jet forming a compact, asymmetric structure, while
the counter-jet is strongly lensed into a ring surrounding the shadow of the BH.
Figure 1 shows sample model images of M87 (Broderick & Loeb 2009, Dexter+ 2012, Mosci-

brodzka+ 2016), along with simulated reconstructions from EHT observations with and without
ALMA. The shadow and jet structure is only apparent in the image including ALMA. With ALMA,
the shadow feature can be robustly reconstructed with state-of-the-art imaging techniques developed
by our team that are specifically tailored to analyze EHT data (e.g. sparse modeling: Honma+14,
BSMEM/SQEEZE: Lu+14, CHIRP: Bouman+15, polarimetric MEM: Chael+16). Detection of the
shadow would immediately confirm that the central mass of M87 lies within its innermost photon
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Obs. 
Code

Date UT time Target Freq. KaVA Tian
ma

Uru
mqi

NRO Hita
chi

Kashi
ma

Sejo
ng

Medi
cina

Noto

a17071a 3/12 18:55 – 00:55 SgrA Q � ✕
a17077a 3/18 12:45 – 19:45 M87 K � � � � �
a17078a 3/19 11:40 – 18:40 M87 Q � �
a17086a 3/27 13:10 – 23:10 M87+SgrA Q � �
a17093a 4/3 13:20 – 23:20 M87+SgrA K � � � � � � �
a17094a 4/4 12:35 – 22:40 M87+SgrA Q � �
a17099a 4/9 12:20 – 22:20 M87+SgrA Q � � �
a17104a 4/14 12:00 – 22:00 M87+SgrA Q � �
a17107a 4/17 11:45 – 18:45 M87 K � � � � � ✕ � �
a17108a 4/18 11:40 – 21:45 M87+SgrA Q � �
a17114a 4/24 09:20 – 16:20 M87 K � �
a17115a 4/25 09:15 – 16:15 M87 Q � �
a17116a 4/26 15:55 – 21:55 SgrA Q � � ✕
a17130a 5/10 08:20 – 17:20 M87 K � � ✕
a17131a 5/11 08:15 – 17:15 M87 Q � �
a17145a 5/25 14:00 – 20:00 SgrA Q � �
a17146a 5/26 07:15 – 16:15 M87 Q � �

EAVN campaign 2017
EH

T 
20

17

��Fringes detected
✕�Fringes not detected
��Correlation not made yet 

Note: In 2017, EAVN was the only cm-VLBI facility 
that was regularly monitoring M87/SgrA around EHT 



Data analysis
• Data analysis are led by members of AGN-SWG with support from 

EAVN Tiger Team
• M87

• KaVA+TM 22/43GHz: Y. Cui, F. Tazaki, J. Park, H. Ro, X. Cheng, Y. Zhang
• KaVA+TM+(UR/NRO/JVN/Italy): K. Hada, BW. Sohn 

• SgrA
• KaVA+TM(+NRO) 43GHz: G. Zhao, W. Jiang, S. Peng, S. Tsuda
• KaVA+TM(+HT) 22GHz: I. Cho, S. Tsuda
• GC magnetor: W. Jiang, S. Lee

• KaVA+TM: data analysis close to complete
• Finishing array performance evaluation, being passed to science utilization

• KaVA+TM+(UR/NRO/JVN/Italy): a few issues remain in correlation 
but first preliminary (and promising) results have been obtained 

Institutes from 
CN/JP/KR



EAVN image of M87 (22GHz)
KaVA+TM +UR+HT

2017 March 18

M87 results @ 43GHz
=> Talk by Cui Yuzhu



EAVN+Italy: EATING VLBI
KaVA+TM+UR+HT+MC @ 22GHz

2017 Apr 17

?

?
Moscibrodzka+2016

More EATING results
=> Talk by G. Giovannini

Resolution
~20Rs



Paper plans on 2017 data

• Joint collaboration papers with EHT:
• M87 EAVN 43/22GHz jet monitoring near EHT: Cui+

• SgrA KaVA+TM 43GHz: Zhao+

• SgrA EAVN 22/43GHz scattering near EHT: Tsuda+

• Array performance evaluation:
• KaVA+Tianma: Cui+

• EATING VLBI: Hada/Sohn/Giovannini+

• Other potential papers:
• 3C273, NRAO530, 1219+044, M84



EAVN campaign 2018

• Coordinated with EHT-2018 (Apr/18-29) and MWL campaign
• Input lessons learned from the 2017 campaign
• Tianma, Nobeyama

• More frequent antenna pointing slots
• Continuous Tsys measurements (Tianma)

• Expand EAVN K-band capability
• More sessions with Urumqi, JVN, NRO

• Enhance EATING collaboration
• Towards a quasi-regular-basis global array 



Obs. 
Code

Date UT time Target Freq. KaVA Tianma Urumqi NRO Hitachi Takahagi Medicina

a18068a 3/9 13:20 – 20:20 M87 K � � � �

a18069a 3/10 12:15 – 19:15 M87 Q � �

a18085a 3/26 12:45 – 19:45 M87 K � � � �

a18087a 3/28 11:05 – 18:05 M87 Q � �

a18088a 3/29 17:45 – 23:50 SgrA Q � �

a18100a 4/10 10:45 – 22:45 M87+SgrA K � � � � �

a18101a 4/11 10:40 – 17:40 M87 Q � �

a18110a 4/20 10:35 – 22:35 M87+SgrA K � � � � � � �

a18111a 4/21 10:00 – 22:00 M87+SgrA Q � �

a18117a 4/27 09:35 – 21:35 M87+SgrA Q � � �

a18118a 4/28 10:00 – 22:00 M87+SgrA K � � � � � �

a18123a 5/3 09:15 – 21:15 M87+SgrA Q � �

a18124a 5/4 08:10 – 16:10 OJ+CenA Q � �

a18127a 5/7 08:25 – 20:30 M87+SgrA Q � � �

a18128a 5/8 08:25 – 20:25 M87+SgrA K � � � � �

a18140a 5/20 14:30 – 20:30 SgrA Q �

a18141a 5/21 07:40 – 14:40 M87 K � � �

a18143a 5/23 02:00 – 22:05 Mrk501+ K � � �

EH
T 

20
18

Te
V

fla
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Correlation finished: 068a, 069a, 087a, 101a, 123a, 124a, 140a

Total 13 stations 
K-band: 8 epochs, Q-band: 10 epochs



Quick look

a18101a, 3C273, 43GHz a18068a, 3C273, 22GHz

MIZ-TIA OGA-TIA

KYS-TIA KUS-TIA

MIZ-TIA

MDC-TIAURU-TIA

KYS-TIA

Urumqi and Medicina
Weak fringes



Tianma’s amplitude 

• TIA’s amplitude stable with time. Corrections mostly within 10% 
• <=>  ~20-50% (2017)

TIA gain correction factorsAmp vs uv distance, point source

Green: KaVA selfcaled amplitude
White: Tianma “raw” amplitude
Red: Source model 

a18068a (22GHz)



Summary and prospects
• EAVN campaign 2017
• KaVA+TM data analysis close to complete
• Science utilization actively ongoing
• Aim to have publications along with EHT-2017 results

• EAVN campaign 2018
• Observations finished successfully
• More frequent participation from UR/JVN/Italy
• Correlation in progress
• Improved Tianma’s amplitude accuracy

• EAVN campaign 2019?
• Q-band with Italy/Urumqi? K/Q simultaneous? Tie-up 

with Australia? 2Gbps recording? Polarization? More 
EHT targets?


